One contribution of 18 to a theme issue 'Human influences on evolution, and the ecological and societal consequences'. Commercial and recreational harvests create selection pressures for fitnessrelated phenotypic traits that are partly under genetic control. Consequently, harvesting can drive evolution in targeted traits. However, the quantification of harvest-induced evolutionary life history and phenotypic changes is challenging, because both density-dependent feedback and environmental changes may also affect these changes through phenotypic plasticity. Here, we synthesize current knowledge and uncertainties on six key points: (i) whether or not harvest-induced evolution is happening, (ii) whether or not it is beneficial, (iii) how it shapes biological systems, (iv) how it could be avoided, (v) its importance relative to other drivers of phenotypic changes, and (vi) whether or not it should be explicitly accounted for in management. We do this by reviewing findings from aquatic systems exposed to fishing and terrestrial systems targeted by hunting. Evidence from aquatic systems emphasizes evolutionary effects on age and size at maturity, while in terrestrial systems changes are seen in weapon size and date of parturition. We suggest that while harvest-induced evolution is likely to occur and negatively affect populations, the rate of evolutionary changes and their ecological implications can be managed efficiently by simply reducing harvest intensity.
Introduction
The study of harvest-induced evolution only began to attract substantial scientific attention in the 1990s, even though it had been recognized for a century that harvesting of wild animal populations often selects individuals in a manner opposite to the core principles of animal breeding [1] . Initially, studies focused on measuring the prerequisites of evolution, heritability and selection in wild populations where specific phenotypic traits were targeted by fisheries or hunting [2, 3] . For example, commercial fisheries typically target fishes of large size (figure 1), and at times this phenotypic selection is mandated by regulations, including provisions for a minimum landing size and restrictions in fishing gears. Phenotypic traits in fish were known to have a genetic component, leading to predictions that intensive selection coupled with heritable variation should cause evolutionary shifts towards smaller size and earlier maturation in exploited fish stocks [3, 8] . This theoretical prediction was supported by empirical observations provided by long time series of fisheries surveys, which confirmed that over time fish had indeed become smaller and an increasing proportion reached maturity at a younger age and smaller size [9] .
In terrestrial systems, attention to possible harvest-induced evolution is even more recent, and has mostly focused on ungulates (figure 1), though a rare example of harvest-driven phenotypic changes in plants also exits [10] . Ungulates do not have indeterminate growth and compared with many fishes show much weaker phenotypic variation in the size-maturity relationship, or in the relationship between size and fecundity. Available long-term time series on harvested mammals tend to focus instead on body mass and on the size of male weapons such as horns, antlers and tusks (table 1) [7, 11] . In addition, unlike in wild fish, a few longterm studies of terrestrial mammals have established deep pedigrees and measured both trait heritability and selection in the wild, although rarely in hunted populations [6, 12] .
A key challenge in the interpretation of phenotypic trends in harvested populations is that the plastic changes in phenotype and vital rates expected from harvest-induced reduction in population density are often similar to the expected potential harvest-driven evolution, such that the relative contributions of Figure 1 . Examples of life-history trends in marine and terrestrial harvested populations. Fisheries: age at maturity of Atlantic cod ((a) Gadus morhua; unit 3PS) [4] and American plaice ((b) Hippoglossoides platessoides; unit 2J3 K) [5] , plotted against the year the cohort was born. Hunting: changes in age-adjusted deviations from average horn length (c) and breeding value (d) for horn length in cohorts of bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) at Ram Mountain, Alberta, Canada [6] . End of harvesting of the population is indicated by the dashed vertical line. Cohort-specific horn growth during the second and third year of life of Stone's sheep (O. dalli) males (e) from the heavily harvested Peace area (dashed line) and lightly harvested Skeena area (solid line) of northern British Columbia, Canada [7] . these two pathways are difficult to disentangle [13] [14] [15] . For example, in ungulates, both high adult female mortality and greater resource abundance are expected to lead to earlier primiparity [16] [17] [18] . If hunting increases female mortality and lowers population density, its evolutionary and ecological effects will be confused [19] . Harvest-induced evolution has important applied implications, and is a controversial subject. Many fisheries and wildlife managers, decision makers and individual hunters and fishers are reluctant to accept that selective harvest may have evolutionary consequences. The burden of proof is typically with evolutionary ecologists, particularly when evidence of evolutionary effects implies that some management practices are unsustainable and require changes. Initial approaches included the development of probabilistic maturation reaction norms to establish how much of the variability in age-specific probability of maturity was explained by concomitant changes in growth. Growth rate was generally assumed to reflect variation in resource availability driven by changes in population density. On the other hand, changes in age-specific probability of maturity that were independent of changes in growth rate were suggested to reflect potential evolutionary shifts in maturity schedule [19] . One key caveat of this method is that it assumes that growth rate will not co-evolve with changes in age-specific maturity [14] . Other indirect ways to demonstrate the potential for harvest-induced evolution involved the reconstruction of selection differentials [20] , analyses of fitness landscapes [2, 21] and eco-evolutionary simulations [22] .
The increasing theoretical expectation and empirical support for harvest-induced evolution, however, led to a debate about the need for direct evidence of evolution and what constitutes such evidence. Two schools of thought emerged. One advocated a precautionary approach to fisheries management, arguing fisheries-induced evolution to be the most parsimonious explanation for phenotypic trends in exploited populations despite the absence of data on the genetic background of observed changes [15] . A somewhat extreme opposing view demanded direct evidence of changes in the specific genes unambiguously responsible for the traits in question and a demonstration at the gene level that harvest had selected for a change in trait [13] . In fishes, genetic evidence of harvesting-induced changes is very recent and only derived from artificial selection experiments [23, 24] . The genetics underlying phenotypic trends have rarely been studied in wild fish. In ungulates, changes in the frequency of alleles that affect antler development in red deer (Cervus elaphus) have been associated with different selective hunting regimes [25] . In the population of bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) at Ram Mountain in Canada, a deep pedigree allowed estimation of breeding values for horn length, which declined under intense selective hunting [26] and stopped declining when hunting pressure was first greatly relaxed, then ended (figure 1) [6] .
The questions of what constitutes credible evidence for evolution have been extensively discussed elsewhere recently, for example in the context of possible adaptations to climate change [27] , and we will not replicate that discussion. Furthermore, we argue that the debate about the genetic versus plastic basis of observed phenotypic changes in harvested species may at times distract from the urgent considerations of the strong ecological consequences that these life-history changes have on populations, communities and ecosystems [28, 29] .
Here, we update the current status of scientific knowledge of harvest-induced evolution, based upon a literature survey focused on six key questions. We explore areas where a general scientific consensus has been reached and examine some of the key sources of uncertainty in our theoretical understanding of harvest-induced evolution, and their implications for conservation and management. We provide insights from fishes and terrestrial mammals, expecting that the fundamental difference in body growth, indeterminate in most fishes and determinate in nearly all mammals, may lead to differences in how these groups respond to selective harvest, both in terms of phenotypic plasticity and evolutionary changes in size and reproductive patterns (table 1).
Does harvest-induced evolution happen?
Despite the debate surrounding the paucity of rigorous investigations linking observed phenotypic trends to changes in the genetic composition of harvested populations, generally scientists agree that the essential prerequisites for harvest-induced evolution are often present. Those prerequisites include demonstrated trait heritability and strong artificial selective pressures upon those traits. A recent meta-analysis across aquatic and terrestrial species revealed that human harvests can substantially exceed the mortality caused by other predators, especially among fishes and terrestrial carnivores [30] . High adult mortality alone should select for faster life histories and erode a population's reproductive capacity. These impacts are further amplified when harvests selectively target large and fast-growing individuals [14, 31] . Disagreement persists, however, upon the exact rates of harvest-induced evolution and their relative role compared with plastic phenotypic changes.
Rates of evolution predicted by eco-evolutionary simulations are substantially lower than observed rates of phenotypic changes in fishes [32] , suggesting that plastic responses to fishing may account for the majority of documented trends. Phenotypic plasticity, however, may also mask underlying evolutionary processes, as reduced population abundance accelerates individual growth and advances maturation and, consequently, leads to smaller adult body sizes, such that evolutionary responses to harvesting can go unnoted [13] [14] [15] . In bighorn sheep, a decline in breeding values appeared to account for nearly 20% of the overall decrease in horn size observed over 23 years (figure 1). The study population doubled in size during the study, leading to a large density-dependent decrease in horn size [6] . The same absolute evolutionary effect on horn size, extended over a longer period of intense selective hunting, however, may well explain most of the declines seen in other mountain sheep populations where density has not changed substantially [7, 18, 33] .
Phenotypic trends in a population can have multiple sources other than harvesting and harvest-induced evolution. For example, immigration of phenotypically different individuals led to declining age at maturation and body size in a Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis) population in Estonia [34] . Similarly, a drastic decline in chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra) body mass was correlated with warmer spring temperatures and appeared more likely caused by climate change than by selective hunting [35] .
Uncertainty about the occurrence and rate of harvestinduced evolution is closely linked to our limited knowledge of the fitness pay-offs of alternative life histories as age-and rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160036 trait-specific mortality schedules change. While it is relatively easy to quantify how harvests target fitness-related traits, it is much more difficult to assess trade-offs between the targeted traits and other key fitness determinants. We also know little about the relative strengths of artificial and natural selective pressures, especially when they act antagonistically. For example, a key question in fisheries is how advanced maturation and smaller body size may affect lifetime reproductive output. In fishes, small juveniles produced by young, small spawners are typically strongly selected against [36] , and this selection is the primary mechanism favouring large adults [37] . Earlier maturation in fishes is also associated with increased survival costs of reproduction [38] . Natural selection normally favours a later age and larger size at maturity to avoid these fitness costs, but intense fishing mortality increases the payoff of early reproduction, because few or no fish survive to the age where those fitness cost would be manifest [3] . Similar conflicts between natural and harvest-induced selection have also been documented in male bighorn sheep for which the negative selective pressure on fast-growing horns through the trophy hunt occurs at the ages of 4-5 years, whereas the benefits of large horns through sexual selection are minor unless a male survives to 7-8 years [26, 39] .
The rate and direction of evolution will depend on the relative strengths of natural selection, harvest intensity and selectivity [40, 41] . Evolutionary changes are notoriously difficult to predict, even with strong directional selection at a particular age or life stage, and an assessment of fitness across the entire lifespan is required. In addition, the fitness function may not always be bell-shaped as expected for traits with a single and clear optimal peak value. If the fitness function is relatively flat across a range of phenotypes [42] , the ecological impacts of harvest-induced evolution will be reduced, but so will the rate of evolutionary recovery after the artificial selective pressure of intense harvest stops [2, 43] .
Is harvest-induced evolution beneficial?
Evolutionary changes induced by harvesting are expected to maximize individual fitness under conditions of very high adult mortality. Nonetheless, the absolute fitness benefits depend on the baseline: harvest-induced evolution might increase fitness relative to a scenario where the same harvesting regime elicits no evolutionary changes, but absolute fitness may remain much lower than in the absence of harvesting [44] . If harvesting is relaxed, individual fitness would therefore be expected to be lower than it was before harvesting, constraining population growth. Owing to sharply lower population density, rapidly maturing phenotypes might have an initial advantage through shorter generation time and give the appearance of a faster initial recovery [45] . Eco-evolutionary simulations, however, suggest that fisheries-induced evolution is instead likely to have either negligible effects on population recovery rates at all abundances, due to flat fitness landscapes across alternative life histories [42, 43, 46] , or negative effects through reduced juvenile production [47] . Notably, those fish populations that have shown phenotypic changes under intensive fishing have not recovered from overfishing even after a moratorium [48, 49] . Terrestrial systems provide no evidence that harvestinduced evolution aids recovery. For example, intense hunting pressure (45% a year) selected for earlier primiparity in wild boar (Sus scrofa) [50] [51] . In red deer, despite theoretical predictions to the contrary [17] , age of primiparity was not affected by four decades of moderate (12 -14%) harvest in Norway [52] .
Multispecies modelling of marine ecosystems has provided further insights into the potential mechanisms affecting a species' ability to recover following fisheries-induced evolution. Decreases in fish body size increase vulnerability to predation and are predicted to increase natural mortality by an amount comparable to doubling the fishing pressure [53] . These predictions are confirmed by empirical observations. For example, several populations of Atlantic cod in the Western Atlantic that are considered to have experienced fishing-induced evolutionary decreases in body size and age at maturation (figure 1) [20, 54] have suffered steeply increased predation by grey seals (Halichoerus grypus), which may drive some populations into extinction even after fishing is stopped [49] .
Modelling studies and empirical observation, combined with biological theory, suggest that harvest-induced evolution is unlikely to have any positive effects on the mean fitness of affected populations. At the same time, the importance of negative fitness effects on population dynamics remains unclear. In the absence of harvesting, individual fitness functions can be markedly flat across a range of phenotypes [2, 42, 43] , suggesting that the mean population fitness consequences of phenotypic shifts might be limited. On the other hand, selective pressures for evolutionary recovery following the cessation of harvesting are likely to be weak. Harvest-induced phenotypic changes are therefore likely to persist long after harvests cease. Selection experiments have confirmed this prediction for fishes [55] . This pattern is also clearly seen in wild bighorn sheep, as the breeding value for male horn size was steadily reduced by intense trophy hunting, but after hunting ceased it showed no measurable recovery [6] . Slow or negligible phenotypic recovery following harvest-induced evolution may reduce adaptability of populations to environmental changes.
The net population-level costs and benefits of harvestinduced evolution can be estimated through lifetime reproductive output R 0 and per capita population growth rate r, the major correlates of extinction risk and population recovery ability [56] . Selection on one trait can cause disadvantageous selection on correlated traits [14] and these effects may interact across the lifespan. For example, even if harvest-induced selection enhanced early-life reproduction, lifetime reproductive output could be reduced through survival costs of reproduction and lower age-specific juvenile production because of reduced body size. In the context of fisheries, the conflict is evident, as fisheries managers estimate population renewal ability based on so-called stock-recruitment relationships that describe juvenile production as a function of mature population biomass. Fisheries-induced evolution might appear to have negligible or even positive effects on stock-recruitment relationships through earlier maturity, but at the same time R 0 and r might be reduced by a shortened lifespan [44] . Among terrestrial mammals, genetic correlations among reproductive traits are well known [57] . In bighorn sheep, male horn length, the main target of selective hunting, is positively genetically correlated with several fitness traits in both sexes [39] . Therefore, selective hunting may have unwanted rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160036 consequences on population dynamics through correlated selection favouring genes that reduce juvenile survival and female fecundity. Although those genetic correlations are clear, there are currently no population-level data available to test this prediction.
How does harvest-induced evolution modify biological dynamics?
Both theory and empirical studies suggest that harvestinduced evolution could lead to reduced body size and earlier maturation. These evolutionary changes are unlikely to be reversed rapidly when harvesting ceases, because artificial selective pressures are often much stronger than natural selection [14] . Permanent decreases in body size and in age of maturation, in turn, reduce population equilibrium biomass, or virgin biomass in the absence of harvesting, such that populations may not recover to pre-harvesting abundance [31, 43, 47, 58] and future catches may therefore remain lower. For terrestrial mammals, although theoretical models suggest that even unselective harvests should affect evolution of reproductive strategies by favouring r-strategists [59] , the evolutionary consequences of releasing a population from intense harvests have not been explored. It seems reasonable to speculate that populations that are r-selected by intense harvest-induced adult mortality would grow very rapidly if harvest was relaxed, also because of the high resource availability associated with low population density. A severe overshoot of carrying capacity may then ensue, especially in seasonal environments, presumably leading to a selective regime favouring a set of adaptations that may differ from those expected under both the pre-harvested and the heavily harvested regimes. Apart from their direct consequences on biomass and population recovery, body size and growth rate are fundamental correlates of many behavioural, physiological and life-history traits with important consequences for individuals and populations [60, 61] . In fishes, small body size is associated with lack of boldness [62] . Small fish might spend more time hiding and be less efficient foragers, and their mating success and ability to provide parental care might be lowered [63] . In terrestrial mammals, harvest-induced changes in behaviour, including shyness, exploratory tendency and habitat selection are to be expected as they affect vulnerability to hunting, as shown in elk (Cervus canadensis), where individual movement rates and habitat selection affected the probability of surviving the hunting season [64] .
From an ecosystem perspective, phenotypic changes affect predator-prey interactions and the time that individuals spend at body sizes more vulnerable to predation. Mesocosm experiments with guppies (Poecilia reticulata) have demonstrated how contemporary life-history changes and alterations in population density can rapidly modify both ecosystem structure and function, through differences in diets of different guppy phenotypes [65] . The higher the trophic level of the affected species, the more likely that harvest-induced changes will have cascading effects [66] . For example, analyses of the Lake Constance food web suggested that fishinginduced changes in fish body sizes and age at maturation destabilize the plankton community and increase temporal variability in fish reproduction. These changes are primarily mediated through reductions in fish body size, which lower the ecosystem-level predator-prey body size ratio, a wellknown correlate of food web stability [31] . Similarly, in the California Current increased fluctuations in larval abundance were linked to decreasing age at maturity of fishes [67] . Furthermore, in addition to intrinsically driven instability in species dynamics, harvest-induced life-history changes might also interact with external sources of variability: faster life histories can magnify population oscillations prompted by environmental drivers and reduce resilience to environmental changes and disturbances [68] .
Apart from direct impacts on rebuilding population biomass and on average demographic rates, harvest-induced evolution, just like any directional evolution, may also reduce the phenotypic and genotypic diversity of a population [69, 70] . This may reduce the ability of populations to adapt to future changes in environmental conditions. Modelling studies suggest that reductions in the effective population size N e should be expected under heavy harvest [71] , but the relative importance of evolution and direct reduction in abundance for changes in N e remain unclear [72] . Atlantic cod populations that have experienced substantial fishing pressure and parallel life-history changes appear to maintain high levels of genetic diversity [73] . Harvest-induced evolution might actually buffer against losses in genetic diversity by increasing juvenile production by young age classes through earlier maturation [72] . In terrestrial systems, the consequences of selective harvesting for N e remain largely unexplored. In some ungulates, selective removal of the largest males may increase N e if it reduced mating skew among males, but the consequences of changes in age structure on male mating success are complex [74] . Removal of the largest males may also have unknown consequences in species where female mate choice is important [75] .
Can harvest-induced evolution be avoided?
Managers should consider 'evolutionary sustainable' harvesting strategies to prevent the long-term negative impacts of harvest-induced evolution. Some level of harvest is usually essential because of economic reasons and the need to provide food for the growing human population. Similarly, recreational fishing and hunting are culturally important and generate substantial revenues that may be directed to conservation [76] . What harvesting strategies are likely to minimize evolutionary impacts?
Clearly, evolution is more likely when harvests are intense, very selective for a given trait, occur over a large area, persist over time and shift mortality schedules to younger adults. Regulations enforcing a minimum harvestable size (or minimum landing size in fisheries) are a key component of harvesting-induced selection favouring small body size and early reproduction. To counteract this trend, upper size limits are often suggested, to increase the survival of large and mature individuals [77] . While theoretically a sound idea, in practice it might be difficult to regulate harvest to completely avoid selection [78] . Secondly, the effectiveness of this method largely depends on the mortality experienced at intermediate sizes: if very few individuals survive to reach the upper size limit, the harvest restriction will have no impact [79] . In many fisheries, even if large fishes are released, their survival may be substantially impaired by injuries, stress during capture and interruptions in nest rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160036 guarding [80] . In the case of trophy hunting, evolutionary changes are related to the intensity of harvest. For example, apparent evolutionary changes in the horn size of both bighorn and Stone's (O. dalli) sheep have occurred in areas with intense harvest but not where greater restrictions or difficult access reduce the artificial selective pressure [7, 33] . In the pedigreed population of bighorn sheep at Ram Mountain, harvest-induced changes in breeding value for horn size ceased when harvest intensity was reduced (figure 1) [6] .
While size limits alone might not be sufficient to mitigate harvest-induced evolution, they are likely to be effective if combined with reduced harvest mortality. Because harvestinduced selection typically opposes natural selection, the relative strengths of these selection components determine the direction of phenotypic changes [40] . Even if harvesting remained selective, if harvest mortality was moderate, natural selection is likely to remain stronger. This pattern was demonstrated in Northern pike (Esox lucius) fisheries in lake Windermere (UK): pike growth rates over 50 years were driven by natural selection when fishing intensity was low, but harvest-induced selection prevailed under intensive fishing [40, 41] . Similarly, life-table based Atlantic cod fitness analyses suggest that fisheries-induced evolution can be mitigated by simply reducing fishing pressure to the reference points traditionally considered sustainable (but not necessarily followed) in fisheries management [81, 82] .
No-take reserves, such as marine protected areas, have also been suggested as a method to preserve genetic and phenotypic diversity of harvested populations, because they provide a potential source of unselected individuals [83] . While in theory protected areas may increase population reproductive rates and juvenile survival, their effectiveness to mitigate evolutionary effects of harvesting is heavily dependent on species mobility, the spatial extent of the protected areas [84] and the ability of dispersing individuals to survive and reproduce. For example, sharp increases in bighorn ram harvest late in the hunting season in Alberta suggest that many rams exiting the National Parks seeking breeding opportunity are shot, diminishing the potential for genetic rescue [85] . To prevent fisheries-induced evolution, upper size limits combined with reduced fishing mortality have been found equally or more effective than immigration from protected areas [86] .
6. How strong is harvest-induced evolution compared with other drivers of life-history changes?
To quantify harvest-induced evolution, one must disentangle the genetic component of trait changes from phenotypic plasticity. That is a challenging task, because in exploited populations both density-dependent feedback and environmental drivers can cause shifts in phenotypes similar to those expected from harvest-induced evolution. First, harvesting reduces density and relaxes interspecific competition. Greater per capita resource abundance can lead to accelerated juvenile growth, earlier maturation and, in fishes, smaller adult body sizes as individuals start to allocate energy to reproduction at an early age [13, 15] . Such density-dependent feedback can further magnify evolutionary changes in phenotypes [65] . One approach to disentangle plastic growth-mediated changes from evolutionary shifts in maturation schedule is to use probabilistic maturation reaction norms [8] . A few case studies suggest that trends in fish age and size at maturation are primarily attributable to accelerated growth and, therefore, likely to be plastic responses to reduced competition [13, 15] . In temperate ungulates, sport harvesting in autumn reduces intraspecific competition in winter, at times leading to strong compensatory population responses, especially in juvenile production and survival but also in earlier primiparity [86] . Apart from intrinsic density-dependent feedback, harvested populations are also subject to numerous external environmental drivers, such as temperature. In a context of global warming, this presents an additional challenge to assessing harvest-induced evolution, as some environmental drivers may change directionally over time, making it difficult to separate climate effects from those due to harvest. For example, in chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra), temporal changes in mass appeared more likely to be caused by climate change than by sport harvest [87] . Projected increases in temperatures are also likely to affect individual growth rates and accelerate development. For example, in marine invertebrates, a 18C increase in water temperature is predicted to decrease body sizes by 0.5-4.0% [88] . Therefore, global warming may drive some changes in species life histories similar to those expected from harvest-induced selection [58] . Therefore, to properly disentangle evolutionary and plastic changes attributable to harvesting, environmental drivers must be accounted for. Environment-driven phenotypic changes could easily be mistakenly considered as evidence of harvest-induced evolution or vice versa.
Two meta-analyses have shown positive correlations between the rate of phenotypic changes in fishes and fishing intensity [32, 89] , suggesting that fishing mortality affected the magnitude of changes in fish phenotype even under climate change. Nonetheless, observed phenotypic changes were much larger than those predicted by eco-evolutionary modelling [32] , suggesting that a substantial component of life-history changes in fishes can be attributed to demographic or environmental drivers. On the other hand, this observation also suggests that harvested populations can undergo much faster life-history changes than those expected solely based on the prevailing drivers of harvesting-induced evolution.
One interesting aspect related to the interplay between harvesting and other environmental drivers is that harvest-induced selection typically leads to shorter generation time due to earlier maturation. This, in turn, might accelerate evolutionary processes in response to environmental drivers in populations that have previously undergone harvesting-induced evolution, provided that the population has maintained sufficient levels of genetic and phenotypic variation.
7. Should harvest-induced evolution be accounted for in management?
Our literature review suggests that harvest-induced evolution is likely to reduce the resilience and recovery ability of affected populations. Combined with uncertainties related to future environmental changes and species ability to adapt to those changes, sustainable management should consider potential evolutionary responses to harvesting and their costs in terms of population growth and harvest yields. Nonetheless, apart from academic debates about the evidence for evolution, rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160036 perhaps the most pronounced disagreement surrounding harvest-induced evolution is the mismatch between the precautionary views of most scientists and the reluctance by some management authorities to accept new methods and theories. Fisheries management, for example, is traditionally very data-and evidence-driven and much of it has developed somewhat in isolation from other ecological and evolutionary research [90] . The sport hunting community, on the other hand, feels under pressure from public opinion, driven by media frenzies such as that over 'Cecil the lion' [91] , and tends to react defensively to any suggestion that hunting may have selective effects. Encouragingly, evolutionary impacts assessment has been suggested as a component of standard management strategies [92] , to estimate the costs associated with ignoring life-history evolution in management, as opposed to the costs of considering the possibility of life-history evolution. Management plans that ignore the ecological feedback of life-history changes may overestimate sustainable yield and, therefore, lead to overharvest. Combined with potential increases in population fluctuations, overfishing can easily reduce populations to very low abundance. Bioeconomic analyses of alternative fishing strategies for Northeast Arctic cod, however, underline that if harvest was sustainable, then costs of ignoring evolution might remain negligible [81] . In the case of trophy hunting, evolutionary reductions in horn size are associated with declines in harvest as fewer males reach trophy size [7, 18] and may have economic consequences when hunters' willingness to pay is partly related to the expectation of trophy size.
Knowledge gaps and future directions
There is increased awareness of the potential importance of human-driven evolution in natural populations [93] . While fisheries-induced evolution is currently not accounted for in management strategies and regulations, managers are becoming increasing aware of its possibility, through accumulating scientific literature published in journals read by fisheries scientists and managers, and theme symposia in key conferences within the field. In contrast with the wealth of studies in the context of fisheries, the scientific literature on the effects of hunting in terrestrial systems is substantially poorer. That is possibly because much of the evidence is published in academic journals that are rarely read by wildlife managers [6, 59] or because fewer researchers have examined this possibility. It is also likely, however, that biological differences between fish and terrestrial mammals, and the similarity in ecological and evolutionary expected consequences of increased adult mortality, make it more difficult to explore the life-history consequences of intense harvests in mammals. So far, much of the debate has been animated by a few studies on horn size in mountain ungulates. Evidence of life-history effects, however, is beginning to emerge [50, 51, 94] . Despite differences in both the amount of scientific studies and management awareness of potential evolutionary consequences of harvesting, one stunningly similar conclusion emerges from both hunting and fishing perspectives. The easiest way to both avoid harvest-induced evolution and to manage costs related to it is to simply limit overall harvest mortality, especially when it is very selective and runs counter to the pattern of natural mortality [7, 81, 82] . The simplicity of this management measure, as opposed to complicated sizelimit regulations, suggests that accounting for harvest-induced evolution in wildlife and fisheries management is achievable and not very difficult: it faces challenges that are more related to attitudes than to implementation.
